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| PMRTM & Risk Management

Trendrating’s PMRTM framework is a powerful risk management tool to mitigate a very important risk, therisk of poor performance. We introduce PMRTM for capturing the aggregated momentum rating formarkets, sectors/industries, and portfolios using the Trendrating Momentum RatingTM for aggregates1.The market’s momentum fluctuates over time and Trendrating is designed to robustly capture this timevarying rating. In this document we demonstrate the strong correlation between PMRTM and forwardreturns.
Trendrating issues security level ratings on an A to D scale. This security level rating maintains itsrobustness when aggregated to the portfolio level and offers a comprehensive framework to measure theaggregated momentum exposure for entire portfolios. The higher the PMRTM , greater the probability ofhigher returns in subsequent periods, along with a superior risk-return trade-off. The PMRTM also scalesfrom A to D but includes pluses2 andminuses3

Figure 1: Portfolio Grade Definitions

The PMRTM framework provides investors absoluteclarity with respect to expected performance.Trendrating’s recommendation is thatinvestors should strive to hold portfolios with atleast a B+ rating to ensure that the majority of theportfolio holdings are in a strong price up-trend.
Portfolio InformationRatio Average PeriodReturn (%) Hit Rate (%) NumberPeriodsA,A-,B+ 1.11 2.19 66 29B,B- 0.38 1.69 71 17C+,C -0.25 -0.77 60 10D+,D,C- -0.93 -3.48 25 4

Table 1: AC World - 3-month Holding Period
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Figure 2: AC World - 3-month Holding Period

The return profile for the aggregate ratings forthe AC World4 portfolio in Table 1 confirms that periodswith a high PMRTM have a superior return profile acrossall the metrics; IR5, Hit Rate6, and Average Return7.
The annualised return and volatilityshown in Figure 2 validate the efficacy of the PMRTMin Figure 1. Periods with an aggregate rating of A,A-,B+provide a higher annualised return compared to periodswith lower aggregate rating, and with lower volatility.
This study covers a global universe of securitiesthat include Developed and Emergingmarkets, butexcludes Frontiermarkets. The aim is to cover 80% to90% of the investible universe in each country based onthe twin criteria of market capitalisation and trading volume. The study spans a 15-year period usingquarterly holding periods, with roughly an average number of 2,127 securities for the AC World portfolioper holding period. The average number of securities per holding period for the USA portfolio is 520 andthe figure for the Developed Europe portfolio is 442.

1Markets, sectors, portfolios2B+, C+ etc.3A-, B- etc.4Global Market Portfolio of Developed & Emerging Markets5Information Ratio - Annualised Return/Annualised Volatility6Percentage of holding periods with positive returns7Average holding period return
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| PMRTM & Risk Management

At the start of each holding period, the PMRTM is calculated using Trendrating’s proprietary methodologyfor aggregating security level ratings using the portfolio positions to a portfolio level grade. We thencalculate the price return over the subsequent holding period and repeat this exercise over the 15-yearperiod. The individual portfolio rating grades are then grouped into four aggregate PMRTM buckets8, andthe returns for all periods that fall in the same aggregate rating are linked to compute the returncharacteristics of each aggregate PMRTM bucket.
The strong risk & return trade-off in the AC World portfolio is mirrored in the USA and DevelopedEurope portfolios. Figure 3 plots the risk & return profile for the aggregate rating grades for the DevelopedEurope portfolio and Table 2 shows their return profile.
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Figure 3: Developed Europe - 3-month HoldingPeriod

We once again witness thatperiods with a PMRTM of A,A-,B+ generate an annualisedreturn that is not only higher in magnitude, but alsosuperior in terms risk-return trade-off. The high PMRTMperiods additionally display consistency of returns inthe form of a strong average return and a high hit rate.
Figure 4 plots the risk-return trade-off for theUSA portfolio and Table 3 presents the return profile.
Portfolio InformationRatio Average PeriodReturn (%) Hit Rate (%) NumberPeriodsA,A-,B+ 0.90 1.98 64 28B,B- 0.21 1.21 82 17C+,C -0.20 -0.48 56 9D+,D,C- -0.98 -5.39 33 6
Table 2: Developed Europe - 3-month Holding Period
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Figure 4: USA - 3-month Holding Period

Investors nowhave a forward looking framework at their disposalthat will allow them to implement dynamicrisk management to mitigate the most importantrisk, the risk of poor performance. The Portfolio
Momentum RatingTM has multiple use casesthat can help investors position their portfoliospositively with respect to future performance.
Trendrating’s PMRTM framework facilitatesmomentum rating of aggregates, therebyadding a much required tool to the portfoliomanagement and risk management arsenal.
Portfolio InformationRatio Average PeriodReturn (%) Hit Rate (%) NumberPeriodsA,A-,B+ 1.32 2.88 72 32B,B- 0.18 0.89 57 14C+,C -0.17 -0.37 55 11D+,D,C- -0.77 -3.86 33 3

Table 3: USA - 3-month Holding Period

8i. A,A-,B+;ii. B,B-;iii. C+,C;iv. D+,D,C-
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